
Art3d Peel and Stick Backspalsh tiles, is an amazing product. There are so many color 
and styles for your options. It matches your kitchen perfectly applying to such as sink, 
cabinets, stove top behind (keep in 10 in. distance) which will make your kitchen in a 
difference. They look so much like real tiles. It is so easy to peel and paste on clean, 
dry, smooth, and flat surface (Note: Don’t recommend putting it on the latex paint 
wall/Brick wall/oil wall/texture wall directly).  
 
Easy to cut with the utility knife or the scissors and install by anyone. You don't have 
to beg your husband to help. No need to call in a professional, save your money. 

 
Here are some installation tips 
Tools: 
a. A utility knife, or scissors, it helps you to make precise cut on the tiles. 
b. A rule, it helps you to draw straight line before cutting as there is no line guide on 

the tiles. 
c. Spray glue, sand paper. These are not necessary if your wall is not latex /texture 

wall. Sand the wall first with the sand paper. Clean it and wait the wall being dry.  
 

Tips 
 
1) If you have anything in the line with where you want to attach these tiles, a vent 

hood, some light fixture, et. Move it out of the way before installation. This is 
NOT like other products where you can slip the tile into a space and mount it. 
They will stick and not slide a quarter inch.  

 
2) Read the instructions (come with the tiles), or watch the installation videos on 
site. This is critical to doing this job well. 
  
3) The first piece you mount needs to be trimmed to remove the tabs to give you a 

flat surface to mount next to a wall, etc., save the backer paper to use as a 



template for  when you need to cut tile to go around something. The backer can 
be cut and fitted until you get the exact fit you desire. [Note in picture the tile 
upper left has a very small white spot next to the other tile. That was your first 
tile. If you had something you could cut to make a template to cut the tile with, it 
would have fit much closer.]  

 
 
4) DO NOT forget to remove the top protective sheet before placing the next tile. 

  

It will only take once to demonstrate why. These tiles are wonderfully color rich and 
add to your existing design. 
  
 
 
 


